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29 Jluly 2010

Mr D Channing
Director - Adjudication Branch
Australian Competition & Consumer Commission
GPO Box 3131
CANBERRA ACT 260I

Dear Sir

Application for authorisation under s88 Trade Practices Act - Brisbane Marine Pilots
Pty Ltd (Application 491235) - response to submission

Brisbane Marine Pilots Pty Ltd (BMP) welcomes the interest of Shipping Australia Limited
(SAL) in this matter. It does, however, wish to clarify some of statements made in SAL's
submission.

In response to SAL's comments on the cost implications of the pilotage services agreement,

it should be noted that the fee charged by MSQ to shipping companies for pilotage services

is independent of the financial affangement it has with BMP under the pilotage services

agreement. Pilotage fee increases charged to the shipping companies can be, and have been,

made by MSQ, without any variation or commensurate change in the financial arrangements

between BMP and MSQ. That is to say, there is no correlation between the fees paid by
MSQ to BMP, to provide pilotage services in the Port, and the fees charged by ltlSQ to the

shipping companies using pilotage services in the Port. Any assumption that a reduction in
the fees paid to BMP would result in a commensurate reduction in the costs to the shipping

companies using services in the Port is contrary to recent experience.

SAL's submission raises the possibility of MSQ engaging the pilots directly and

administering the pilotage services in Brisbane. BMP is owned solely by the pilots who are

engaged by it in Brisbane. This arrangement does not crsate an additional cost for the

service, but rather operates as a collective mechanism to administer the service of the pilots

by the pilots.
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MSQ's preference to deal with BMP alone rather than employ or engage the individual pilots
directly is seen as a mechanism to capture the efficiencies and improved safety outcomes
arising from this model. The history of the service supports this view. The current
arangement in Brisbane has operated successfully for 21 years. During this time many
different models have been used for the provision of pilotage in other areas of Queensland.
The model raised by SAL has been in place in other ports administered by MSQ for only the
past 5 years and MSQ are currently rwiewing this arrangement as they seek more efficient
ways to provide the pilotage services in these ports.

Yours faithfully

Captain Brenton Winn
Director
bwinn@brisbanepilots. com. au
Mobile 0438 171258
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